
Our guide Plotinus ... speaks of the One ... the utmost that words

can express are used to impress upon our mind the existence of 

one thing our philosopher is surest of, and then something of its

nature is provoked in our innermost being. ... there is no 

hierarchy within that we can point to ... but this differentiation 

will be to accommodate the mind's mode of ascension ... in its 

silent journey to paradise garden. 

—Anthony Damiani, Astronoesis, p. 21
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1. Introduction

"Why Plotinus?"

"Why was Astronoesis, a book on astrology, framed around Plotinian metaphysics?"

I was asked these questions by a fellow student of the western esoteric tradition. She, 

unlike I, had not known Anthony personally nor had been his student, but had only read the 

posthumously published Astronoesis. For present purposes, I will not comment upon 

speculations about karmic affinity between Anthony and Plotinus, but limit the scope of this 

essay to intellectual and mystical connections as I understand them. Furthermore, of necessity, 

this essay will only skim the surface of the depths of Anthony's and Plotinus' thought.

Astronoesis, Anthony Damiani's masterwork melding philosophy and astrology, is an 

important philosophic and mystical treatise demonstrating how the inspirations of the "wise," in 

particular the Neoplatonist Plotinus, can speak to us regarding metaphysics and cosmology.

Anthony was interested in a wide range of spiritual, philosophic, and psychological 

teachers, traditions, and systems. In Astronoesis he explores these in the context of a symbolic 

system based on astrology, which he calls the astrological mandala or metaphysical chart. 

Plotinus' metaphysical system and cosmology figures prominently in Astronoesis in the 

discussion of the metaphysical chart and its components.

At the beginning of Astronoesis' Invocatory Prelude (p. 1), Anthony writes: 
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The sublime majesty of Truth's presence in the sacred sermons of so many wise ones, 

those of good will, ultimately guides us to the ways of peace and wisdom, the lovely, 

the holy.... 

For the Word becomes flesh – and this is an eternal utterance, an act that includes the 

human heart mounted on a towering aspiration.

The above quotation gives a feeling for the Logos of Astronoesis. Anthony describes 

Plotinus' (and other sages') communication of their experience of higher principles as "reasoned 

revelations" which, if duplicated by us in our own contemplations, may allow us to understand 

and someday experience these principles.
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2. Plotinus and the One, Experiential and Metaphysical

In Astronoesis Anthony refers to Plotinus as a "mystical philosopher par excellence" (p.3); 

throughout all his life Anthony valued and stressed the importance of both knowledge 

(philosophy) and direct experience of non-ordinary realms (mysticism). He considered Plotinus 

unique among philosophers. Plotinus not only had the supreme mystical union, the experience of 

the One, as evidenced in hints dropped in the Enneads and in Porphyry's biography, he also 

wrote about the One extensively (as well as about other metaphysical topics). Plotinus' mystical 

life and communication is an example-answer to two questions Anthony often asked: How does 

the philosopher-sage (whom he considered Plotinus to be) bring back any knowledge from 

mystical experience, especially an experience of the ineffable One? And, how does the sage 

communicate that knowledge? Referring to Plotinus, Anthony writes: 

The philosopher-sage enunciates the Logos (The Word), and the knowledge he 

communicates is primarily Wisdom.... First in the order of importance should be 

statements about the existence of God, the One-Only ... this certitude that is the core 

of all that he will say ... (Astronoesis, p. 24)

"The first principle of all principles is Unity itself." (Astronoesis, p. 27) The One is first, so

how can the manyness be accounted for? Anthony, following Plotinus, discusses the doctrine of 

emanation: All later principles are prefigured in the One, and emanate from it, as distinct 

principles; they are like the light radiating from the Sun (cf. Plotinus V.1.6).

Anthony took as a given the four principial levels found in his reading of Plotinus – One, 

Nous, Soul, System of Nature. These permeate Anthony's own vision of the astrological 
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mandala, and Anthony uses them in his primary diagramming of it: the circle with four quadrants

and four concentric rings. In the "hierarchy" of implied levels in the astrological mandala, there 

is nonetheless a simultaneity – in the circle itself, and in the replication of levels nested one 

within the other.

Although other philosophers such as Plato searched for and discussed a unific or first 

principle (for example, Plato's The Good), Plotinus wrote explicitly of the One and made it a 

metaphysical principle in itself. Plotinus' emphasis on the One was very attractive to Anthony, 

who considered that many other philosophical, mystical, and psychological writers whom he 

studied, such as Aristotle, Paul Brunton, C.G. Jung, seem to start their discussion at the level of 

Being, Soul, Nature, the inner human, or cosmology.

On the one hand, Anthony's metaphysical system can be characterized as "top-up"; he 

discussed the One in many classes and seminars. On the other hand, he was very critical of those 

who reduced other principles to Unity, that is, those who take the "all is one" approach. He 

considered this a mixing of levels or frameworks, or simply incomplete.

Another reason Anthony particularly valued the many-paged Enneads of Plotinus is 

because of the treatment of a wide range of topics, from the pure metaphysics of the One, 

through Being, Nous, Number, Soul, the natural world, the inner human being, and how the 

human being should live (virtues). This range of topics relates to Anthony's comments on the 

sage as the complete human being, an embodiment of the Idea of Man; Anthony often remarked 

about the importance of "getting from the One to Valois" (location of his home and the Wisdom's

Goldenrod study center).
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3. The Reasoned Revelation

Anthony wrote in an early draft of Astronoesis (dated 4/9/1982): 

In times and circumstances such as ours, it may be even more harmful to refuse to 

speak of Unity or God, for it invites the intellectual skeptics to assert that even the 

sage cannot know truth because he has not experienced it. But the knowing it and 

expressing it are two things. Plotinus himself says that the sage is all vision within 

himself, filled with the intelligible contents of the Nous, and yet must use reason in 

his expression of reality to others [cf. III.8.6, quoted later]. And Plotinus does just this

and his comprehensive and explicit exposition shows us how much this reasoned 

revelation can expose.
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How might one define "reasoned revelation"? The term implies a reasoning, meaning not 

just reason as logic or opinion, but in the original Greek sense of "dianoia," divided Nous, ideas 

split up piecemeal, to be seen one at a time by the human mind, or as expressed through words. 

Reasoning is of the soul. But there is also the revelation – which is a given, a noetic unific, and 

this comes only from the vision, contemplation. In true and inspired speaking or writing, 

especially that of the sage, the reasoning leads us to access the revelation behind the words 

themselves. Astronoesis itself, in my opinion, is a "reasoned revelation."

In the reasoned revelation there is the dance of a kind of Other and the Same, dianoetic 

intellect and unific mysticism. Anthony once said (Wisdom's Goldenrod class transcript 

5/14/82): 

What I'm doing here is ... to show that Plotinus has this balanced view: Where on the 

one hand you have to have metaphysical dualism in order for the intellect to operate 

at all, on the other hand you have to have the experience of the advanced 

contemplator, and realize pure knowledge. Now it is the combination of these two 

points of view that will give us the balance we need in order to proceed to understand 

what Plotinus is going to say. If you take one side ... that there's only pure knowledge,

it would have been unnecessary for Plotinus to write 500 pages.
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4. Plotinus and Astronoesis: Soul as a Double Knower, Nature and Cosmology

The two components of the "reasoned revelation," the reasoning and the revelation, relate 

to the concept of the soul as a double knower, elaborated in Astronoesis' soul chapter. Plotinus 

describes these in V.3.4: 

Thus the self-knower is a double person: there is the one that takes cognizance of the 

principle in virtue of which understanding occurs in the Soul or mind; and there is the

higher, knowing himself by the Intellectual-Principle with which he becomes 

identical ... taking with him only that better part of the Soul which alone is winged for

the Intellectual Act and gives the man, once established There, the power to 

appropriate what he has seen.
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The lower and higher knower have respectively the faculties of what Anthony also calls 

"understanding" (for reasoning) and "insight" (for revelation): 

When there is that awareness that is knowing, and it knows its own Selfhood, then we

say insight.... When we say that it ... only knows the external – whether that external 

is the Ideas or the rational processes or the perception of the sensible world -- then we

say that it is the faculty of understanding or the reasoning faculty or the reasoning 

soul. ... One faculty can be referred to as the higher knower and the other as the lower

knower. (Astronoesis, p. 217)

 This double nature of soul as indivisible and divisible about bodies (cf. Plotinus IV.1.1) 

applies to individual souls of all levels, including cosmic souls and human souls.

Anthony sides against the mechanistic worldview, the dead universe of the moderns. The 

cosmos in Astronoesis is the living cosmos found throughout modern mysticism and ancient 

mysticism and philosophy; Plotinus writes about this beautifully in V.1.2: 

Let every soul recall, then, at the outset the truth that soul is the author of all living 

things, that it has breathed the life into them all, whatever is nourished by earth and 

sea, all the creatures of the air, the divine stars in the sky; it is the maker of the sun; 

itself formed and ordered this vast heaven and conducts all that rhythmic motion: and 

it is a principle distinct from all these to which it gives law and movement and life, 

and it must of necessity be more honourable than they, for they gather or dissolve as 

soul brings them life or abandons them, but soul, since it never can abandon itself, is 

of eternal being.
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The traditional view (and also that of many others, including aboriginal peoples) is that 

wisdom comes from the stars. Astronoesis itself means Star-Wisdom. Anthony's own cosmology 

in Astronoesis takes as its basis the classical and Neoplatonic cosmology of the geocentric 

worldview, the concentric spheres of the planets (which are the cosmic soul's reason) and above 

them the stars (the cosmic soul's intellect). The soul can descend or ascend, associating with 

different levels. However, in places Astronoesis incorporates some modern concepts such as the 

centrality of the Sun in the solar system, or the Sun as one of a multitude of stars. 

Although it seems that Plotinus comments negatively on the astrologers and astrology of 

his day, I heard Anthony remark on occasion that Plotinus truly knew astrology, and that the 

comments in the Enneads were to be applied to popular "cookbook" and fatalistic / mechanistic 

astrology, not to astrology as reflecting the underpinnings of the cosmos in a reverential fashion. 

(See tractate II.3 "Are the Stars Causes?")
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5. Plotinus' Positive Theology

Many of those who have had experience of high mystical states don't talk about them and 

remain silent, for there is nothing that one can really say about the ineffable, and furthermore 

speaking only confuses people. Or, those who've experienced sublime states only communicate 

using a negative theology, speaking or writing of what God or the unity is not. However, a 

positive theology makes statements about metaphysical verities, even about the Godhead or the 

One, for listeners or readers to "incorrectly" understand them, and also discuss them. The 

positive approach itself has value, for among other reasons, it provides the mystic with some 

foothold of knowledge, to ascertain what he/she has had an experience of, and also lets the 

uninitiated know that they too can have experience of these sublime states. Now while speaking 

about the One can only be done dualistically and incorrectly, for Anthony that's better than not 

speaking at all, for otherwise we are forever immersed in the dualistic.

Even though the Absolute is ultimately unknowable, Anthony says that there are two 

approaches to it: 

There's one through mysticism where Plotinus says 'cut away everything' to get to the 

Absolute itself, that's the negative theology ... everything ... even the being [of] the 

soul has to be pushed aside, and through the grace of the Intellectual-Principle you 

have the identity. There's the other approach which they call the positive theology, 

which is carried forth, or carried upon, in the sense of correct doctrine, you've got to 

understand precisely what it is you're aiming at, what you have to do, and you have to

work it out in order to understand. The two of them are like having two legs ..." 

(Wisdom's Goldenrod class transcript 5/14/82)
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"The One is absolute positivity ..." (Astronoesis, p.24). This statement is extremely 

significant, and reflects that in the West the One or God is a plenum, a fullness, from which 

everything arises, in which all principles are prefigured. It's not some "nothing" or Hui Neng's 

"From the beginning not a thing is." Anthony compared the Plotinian One or Western concept of 

Unity conceived of as a Plenum to the Eastern Void or Emptiness or Sunya, which concept 

eventually became our 'Zero' (cf. Astronoesis p. 87). However, Anthony would insist that both 

approaches (Plenum and Void) are needed.

But the sage does not use the blathering intellect (which Plato would refer to as "opinion") 

to talk about ideas and mystical states, but rather dialectic which Plotinus and Plato define as 

discourse about verities, and which is true dianoia or reasoning. 

... Dialectic treats also of the Good and the not-Good, and of the particulars that fall 

under each, and of what is the Eternal and what the not-Eternal ... [Dialectic] pastures

the Soul in the 'Meadows of Truth' … (Plotinus I.3.4)

Anthony, in his own use of dialectic in Astronoesis, writes of the "incorrect" approach, 

when using the language of manyness to "examine" the One: 

In the strict sense, then, our approach is incorrect; but, based on Plotinus' reasoned 

revelations, we will conceive of the One as having indivisible aspects that we can 

examine one at a time in an effort to make them at least vaguely accessible to our 

understanding. We must learn to accommodate our mental processes to this 

expanding vision" (Astronoesis, p. 29).  [Cf. Plotinus, VI.9.6: "In what sense, then, do

we assert this Unity, and how is it to be adjusted to our mental processes?]
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"Accommodate our mental processes" means to grow into the understanding, stretch our 

minds to it, around it. And then the understanding is to be combined with insight, revelation, in 

the true philosophic sage. Eventually, in the philosopher-sage, both approaches come together 

simultaneously; the sage is in contemplation while in the midst of daily activities, speaking, 

writing. Plotinus himself, whom Anthony considered a sage of highest attainment, writes in 

III.8.6 about this simultaneous combination of reasoning and revelation: "The Sage, then, has 

gone through a process of reasoning when he expounds his act to others; but in relation to 

himself he is Vision: such a man is already set, not merely in regard to exterior things but also 

within himself, towards what is one and at rest: all his faculty and life are inward-bent."
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6. A Secret Trail to the One

Anthony felt that, thanks to the writings that Plotinus left to the world of his experiences of

the One and other inner realities, a mystical adept could make a map of Plotinus' mystical 

superstructure and how to get there, showing the entrance ways, hallways, chambers, and secret 

passages. (And I personally feel that Astronoesis is the schema Anthony constructed for himself 

of Plotinus' schema.) Anthony writes: 

By recruiting from the Master-Architect Plotinus the sequence of reasoned 

revelations, it may be possible for us to reconstruct conceptually his vision, and that 

would be tantamount to a penetrating into the secret adytum of his thought through 

which his revelations from the One become available to us. (Astronoesis, p. 23)

Again, 

Our guide Plotinus ... speaks of the One ... the utmost that words can express are used

to impress upon our mind the existence of one thing our philosopher is surest of, and 

then something of its nature is provoked in our innermost being. ... there is no 

hierarchy within that we can point to ... but this differentiation will be to 

accommodate the mind's mode of ascension ... in its silent journey to paradise garden.

(Astronoesis, p. 21)

In conclusion, no matter what we think we are or what we do – or as Plotinus writes, how 

we may have forgotten our Father God (V.1.1), or the Mother Goddess, Nature herself, who is 

ensouled and contemplates (III.8) – through reading and also listening to the words read aloud, 
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reasoning upon and contemplating Astronoesis and The Enneads, we might see our true origins 

and be inspired to become our Selves, what we truly are.
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